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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal was to investigate whether deal was actually worth it to CC and to our schools.  We at Carolina Consortium always want to make sure our deals are actually helping the schools that subscribe.  Also curious about if there were trends in schools who were getting the most use or the worst use.  Wanted to know what those trends could tell us about the types of schools that would benefit the most.  As we looked at the results, we realized that, on top of the numbers, what would be really useful would be to talk to the schools that were getting the best usage and see what they were doing.  From this, we could look across their practices and determine if there were any trends we could present as possible best practices for other libraries.



Use Best Practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation, I will be first discussing our overall usage statistics picture, focusing on patterns we discovered numerically in use and what that can potentially tell us.Then, we will look at general patterns discovered after phone calls and email conversations with the top five schools in both views per FTE and cost per use.  Finally, David from High Point University, one of our top schools, will present a case study of how they have made patrons aware of and able to access easily their ebook collections.



Vendor supported discovery



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of instruction, all of the libraries we talked to mentioned that they specifically teach using eBooks in beginning freshman instruction.  A majority of the schools, like Gardner Webb, Davidson, FTCC, have a required info lit class that students have to take, and this is where these resources are heavily emphasized.  Some of the schools just emphasize eBooks in general, but a few pull out working with ebsco content specifically.  Davidson teaches students to use the Ebsco Research Tools suite as a beginning solution, which included eBooks.  FTCC prefers EBSCO’s interface over ProQuest, and so many of the intro classes there focus on using EBSCO content.  Gardner Webb highlights EBSCO in their instruction and shows all students how to create a MyEBSCO account to improve their use.  Also requires all students to find and use an eBook in the required LIB 301 research skills.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One question that I want to explore more is the relation of the OER movement and books being used as textbooks to these high numbers..  Ebsco Academic allows DRM free, unlimited use, so this type of use could actually be supported with this collection.  Talking with Salem College, while they do not push OER heavily, but when I told them their top ten titles, six of them were textbooks.  Davidson is also one of our top users in both categories, and they have been actively involved in promoting OER on their website.  They also mentioned some of their top books were textbooks used by professors (again 6/10).  FTCC has course reading lists, where they link directly to books that are used in their general education courses, and four of these books were in the top fifeteen.  GTCC broke the curve a bit, as they did link directly to their eBook section from the textbook website (Free Library Resources!) but I was not able to find much a correlation between their top used books and the books being offered in the bookstore.So, those are some of the general trends I discovered.  Now, I am going to look particularly at how one library, High Point University, incorporated these all into their own library work, as a case study of them in full practice.  I want to thank David Brydan, the head of the library at High Point University, for providing me with a lot of this information, and even looking over these slides for final approval!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
For promotion, most schools mentioned that they do specifically pull out eBooks as a resource and push them heavily through their website, and especially, through their libguides.  All of the schools mentioned listing eBooks as a special category on either their website or libguide.  Wingate, for example, redesigned their libguides, which also serves as their database A-Z, to group all of the ebook collections together so students know exactly where to go and can find them all easily.  Davidson has a special box for their libguides that emphasizes their eBook collection and promotes it as does GTCC and Gardner Webb.  Even schools that do not heavily use libguides like FTCC mention eBooks specifically on their general website.
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